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80': $500.000 for Project 
Management software



Early 90': software for the 
masses



Mid 90': rise of software 
engineering



Late 90's: army of testers



Early 00's: testing is too 
expensive... let's send it 
somewhere cheaper



Mid 00's: it's actually too 
slow... let's automate it



Late 00's: still too slow... 
let's share the 
responsibility



"Our people don’t just test 
our products; they have a 
much broader mission to 
influence all team members 
to take responsibility for 
quality."

https://techblog.king.com/what-does-qa-stand-for-at-king/



Mid 10's: quality assurance 
assistance





"at WordStar, back in 
1983... I was able to 
convince them to change 
the name, from Quality 
Assurance to Quality 
Assistance."
-- Cem Kaner, The Ongoing Revolution in Software Testing

http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/TheOngoingRevolution.pdf



Atlassian: 6 QA 
engineers support 
100 people



“Not my job!”



“What is the role of 
testing?”



What is the role of testing?

Help the team move 
faster, with more 
confidence



1. Find the feeling
2. Shrink the change
3. Grow your people



“People change... 
because they are 
shown a truth that 
influences their 
feelings”
John P. Cotter, Heart of Change



Step 1: Sell the 
problem, not the 
solution



More traditional things to show
» End-to-end delivery cycle speed

» Waiting time for tasks

» Amount of rework

» Satisfaction



“People don’t resist 
change; they resist 
being changed.”
Peter Senge



Step 2: Involve the 
team in proposing 
solutions



Step 3: Aim for small, 
reversible 
experiments



So, what do testers 
do now?



So, what do testers 
do now?
shrink the change
grow your people



So, what do testers 
do now?
shrink the change make testing easier
grow your people teach others to test



Four levels
1. Delivery task/story
2. Feature
3. Product
4. Organisation



At delivery task/story level
» teach people to ask better questions

» heuristics

» taxonomies

» boundary analysis

» risk review

» in-progress feedback



Try... focus testers on highest risk
Developers must do all other tests, but can ask for 
advice



Try... Pre-development testing 
notes
Write short notes on the types of bugs expected to 
see for this a type of task



Try... QA Kickoff
Pair with developers to brainstorm testing notes



Try... Developer on Test
Developers take turns to perform most testing tasks



Try... Question checklist
A pre-agreed list of things developers can ask from a 
tester...



Example... (1:15)
1.What are you going to test around feature X. I'll 

check that before I hand it over to you

2.I've checked A, B and C - is there anything more I 
should do before we call this ok?

3.X is really hard to test - can you help me out

Marcus Hammarberg, http://marcusoft.net



Try... feedback exercises
Propose boundary conditions, let everyone write down 
what the system should do in those cases



Try... QA Demo
Review progress with developers and provide risk/
testing ideas



Try... cross-functional 
automation tools
Testers participate in defining the test, developers 
automate



At a feature level
» help people get into situations where they can be 

surprised

» teach exploratory testing

» teach people how to discover tangential 
information



Try... paired exploration
Explore together with a developer, switching between 
driver and observer



Try... blitz test
Short period when the whole team works together, 
trying to break a feature



Try... Risk storming
Group analysis of risks if the feature is broken, and 
ideas how to mitigate it



Try... dogfooding
Use latest features internally before your users



Try... specification by example
Collaborative analysis, capture acceptance criteria 
through key examples and document for automated tests



At a product level
» reduce testing friction

» build up dashboards

» improve system observability

» introduce control points



Try... Bug reviews
Root cause analysis, review and learn from bugs



Try... ACC Matrix
Shared agreement on risk, mapping capabilities to 
components and quality attributes





Try... testing tours
A variety of time-boxed exploration plans.



Try... waste snake
People record where they lose time unproductively, 
periodically review and adjust process/tooling



Try... build small contextual tools
Speed up test setup or data collection







At an organisational level
» speed up idea spreading

» organise cross-team sharing

» internal consulting 

» don't fix people's tests, fix their process



Try... rotate across teams
Let testers change teams relatively frequently 



Try... Testing on the Toilet
Google test experts wrote fliers about testing 
topics, then plastered them on bathroom walls. 



Try... FixIt days
Volunteers organize one day events to address 
important, but not urgent issues



Try... Testing fair
Show off latest tools and techniques to the rest of 
the organisation



Mike Bland's Rainbow of Death 
model
» Intervene

» Validate

» Inform

» Inspire

» Mentor

» Empower

https://mike-bland.com/the-rainbow-of-death



https://mike-bland.com




